ARRANGEMENT REGARDING INTERNATIONAL TRADE IN TEXTILES

Report on the Status of Restrictive Measures
as requested by the TSB in accordance with Article 11

Note by the Chairman

ROMANIA

Attached is a report received by the Textiles Surveillance Body from Romania concerning the present status of its restrictions on trade in textiles and clothing. This report has been submitted in accordance with Article 11 of the Arrangement, and in particular paragraphs 11, 12 and 2 thereof.

---

1 See COM.TEX/SB/921, paragraph 23
2 The previous report by Romania is contained in COM.TEX/SB/899/Add.16
* English only/Anglais seulement/Inglés solamente

84-2378
Geneva, November 19, 1984

MISSION PERMANENTE
DE LA
RÉPUBLIQUE SOCIALISTE DE ROUMANIE
GENÈVE

No. 636

Dear Mr. Raffaelli,

On behalf of the Romanian authorities, I have the pleasure in advising you that no changes have been made to Romania's earlier notification on the status of its restrictions on trade in textiles, circulated as document COM.TEX/SB/399/Add.16 dated 25 November 1983.

Please accept, Dear Mr. Raffaelli, the assurances of my highest consideration.

Yours sincerely,

Liviu PAUNESCU
Resident Representative
of Romania to G A T T

---

Mr. Marcelo RAFFAElli
Chairman of
Textiles Surveillance Body
G A T T - Geneva